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Abstract 
The proton beam from the COMET cyclotron can be 

transported to three gantries and two horizontal lines [1]. 
The beam energy is adjusted by a variable degrader. For 
each branch several "tunes" are defined, each listing the 
previously evaluated magnet, degrader and collimator 
settings for a certain beam energy [2]. The beam quality 
at the end stations is routinely checked meticulously in 
the frame of treatment quality assurance [3]. Independent-
ly of this, software has been developed (in the frame of 
the machine control system) to collect, for series of tunes, 
all available information on the beam and on the machine 
settings in the active beam line. Routinely used, this al-
lows a close observation of the stability and reproducibil-
ity of the machine and keeps ready consistent data sets for 
detailed studies. This tool can also be used to collect, in a 
short space of time, extensive data for beam dynamics 
simulations with OPAL [4] or optimisation procedures 
based thereon [5], to verify the beam line performance 
after changes to hardware or software, or to check the 
functionality of the beam diagnostics. The data set charac-
terising a single tune is organised systematically, allowing 
to share data viewers with standard beam diagnostics. 

ENVIRONMENT 
In the PROSCAN beam lines, beam profiles are meas-

ured by multi-strip ionisation chambers (MSIC) and the 
beam energy by multi-leaf Faraday cups (MLFC) [6]. The 
channels of a single monitor can be read out simultane-
ously to reduce the effect of beam noise. The signals of 
current, halo and loss monitors and from slits, stoppers 
and collimators can also be read out. Monitors and stop-
pers are inserted into the beam by compressed air actua-
tors. All these parameters as well as all actual machine 
parameters and settings in the database [7] can be ac-
cessed or, if possible, set via EPICS. Information on the 
tune settings can be read from tune files or interpolated 
from tune tables [8]. MATLAB is permanently running on 
a 64-bit Linux-PC in order to get short start-up times [7]. 
A MATLAB-EPICS interface is available [9]. 

MEASUREMENT SOFTWARE 
A MATLAB program allows to set a tune and the beam 

current (in the right order and adapted to transmission, in 
order to prevent overcurrent at the end station), to change 
predefined machine settings (to modify the tune), to 
measure statically (i.e. after settling of the tune) prede-
fined monitors, to log predefined machine parameters, to 
store the tune settings and changes (Fig. 1). For each 
measured tune, a tune data file with a MATLAB structure 
(Fig. 2) is stored, containing all the information well or-

ganized and accessible. Predefined script files can be 
loaded to do this for sequences of tunes. In addition, for 
each sequence a protocol file is generated, listing the 
measured tunes with modifications.  

Within a tune measurement, drive movements and 
measurements are sequenced effectively and controlled 
(to e.g. make sure that the monitor movements are fin-
ished before a measurement starts or to stop the sequence 
in case of unexpected behaviour). This allows to perform 
the sequences reliably and much faster than it would be 
possible 'by hand'. E.g. the measurement of a tune from 
COMET to Gantry 3 entrance takes a minute (38 profiles, 
1 MLFC, 162 signals from diagnostics or machine param-
eters, transients). 

The program can run compiled or not compiled. For 
test purposes, options can be chosen to not move drives or 
set tunes or set beam current or open first stopper. This 
allows testing without mastership of the facility (when 
these actions are reserved for other users) or a dry run 
without feeding beam into the lines. 

Measurement of Transients 
The electronics reading out the monitors can measure 

waveforms of profiles or of individual signals. Up to 4095 
samples with a minimum time step of 0.2 ms can be tak-
en. (For larger time steps, the signal is integrated.) This 
allows to observe profiles or other signals also during the 
transition from one tune to the next (Fig. 3, Fig. 2 lower 
part). Of course with the limitation that only one beam-
destroying monitor can be used at a time. At least the 
beam current after the cyclotron is measured in this way 
for each tune data file, in order to document the beam 
current fluctuations caused by the ion source [10]. 

AUXILIARY SOFTWARE 
The measurement software already roughly depicts pro-

files in the GUI to allow the user to see if the sequence is 
running correctly. 

A post-processing routine evaluates for a batch of tune 
data files the transient profiles, adds the results to the data 
structure and stores it in new files. Due to the large num-
ber of profiles, this step is too time-consuming to do it 
already during the measurement sequence. 

A simple viewer allows to load a tune data file and to 
depict the information on the static measurement (evalu-
ated profiles, MLFC, tune details, logged parameters, 
comments, error messages). Another viewer depicts the 
transient measurements (Fig. 3). 

These routines again are written in MATLAB, allowing 
a simple reading of tune data files. To make the data 
available to OPAL, a simple batch routine is used to ex-
port text files.  
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Figure 1: The full framed headings indicate the processes 
which can be started from the GUI. 

 

Figure 2: Structure of data stored in a tune data file. Grey: 
Data added by an offline-evaluation. 
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Figure 3: Transient measurement (time step 1 ms). Left: Current monitor in front of MLFC. Middle: Profile in front of 
degrader. Right: Beam energy from MLFC. During the tune change from 230 MeV to 220 MeV, the current from the 
cyclotron (3rd plot from left) changed only marginally to compensate for the changing transmission to the end of the 
beam line. Farther downstream (1st plot from left), the beam current drops significantly, because the beam optics is not 
correct while the magnets are ramping not perfectly synchronized. Despite the very low beam current during the transi-
tion, the energy change is given quite well by the MLFC (6th plot from left). At lower energies this is not the case be-
cause the beam completely vanishes during the transition. The horizontal beam centre in front of the degrader shifted, 
probably due to a misalignment of the beam line. 

 

CONCLUSION 
The software allows to predefine extensive measure-

ment tasks quite flexible and to repeatedly perform them 
very fast, reliably and documented. The used MATLAB 
data structure facilitates post-processing and visualisation. 
As mentioned in the abstract, this can be used for several 
purposes. It extends the concept of taking "complete" 
consistent data sets [11], which proved already useful at 
PSI's high power proton machine. 
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